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"I have cherished the
ideal of a democratic

and free society in
which all persons live
together in harmony

and with equal
opportunities. It is an
ideal which I hope to

live for and to achieve.
But if needs be, it is an

ideal for which 1am
prepared to die."

Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela at the Rivonia trial,
April 20, 1964.
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NELSON MANDELA!
\ \ \ ,HAPPY BIRTH

... .

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NELSON
. MANDELA!

Wembley Stadium in London is the
home of British football. On the 14th of

4June this year, 72 000 people
I,squeezed into this famous stadium.

But they were not there to watch
football - and for once the fans were
all on the same side and shouting for
the same thing.

They were there to wish the most
famous prisoner in the world a happy
70th birthday - and to demand that he
be freed.
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The face of the jailed ANC leader,
Nelson Mandela, was everywhere -
on flags, badges, caps and the
'Freedom at 70' T-shirts. Behind the
stage stood a huge picture of Nelson
and Winnie Mandela on their wedding
day.

As the hands of the clock slowly ticked
to 12.15 in the afternoon, British
funnyman Lenny Henry came onto the
stage and shouted: "Ten seconds to
go! Five, four, three, two, one! We
have 60 countries allover the world
watching us. Let us give them a big
welcome."

(Please turn the page)
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The crowd roared. Television cameras
were switched on. - and over one
billion people "plugged into" the
concert.

"SET THEM FREE"

British superstar Sting came on first
and nearly lifted the crowd right out of
the stadium with his beautiful voice
and talking guitar.

His first song, 'Set Them Free', has a
simple message - that one day all
political prisoners will be free. It
touched the hearts of the people at the
festival. It was also a great tribute to
Nelson Mandela and all the others who
are in prison.

He followed with another hit from his
latest album. In the soulful song called
'They Dance Alone' he sings about the
suffering of the people of Chile, whose
friends and loved ones were killed by
the death squads of Pinochet.

Sir Richard Attenborough, the man
who made "Cry Freedom", a film about
Steve Biko, came onto the stage and
introduced a group called
Arekopaneng - a group of "homeboys"
led by former Sophiatown trombone
king Jonas Gwangwa. They left the
audience crying for more with their
Kofifi type African jazz and a song from
Cry Freedom.

"HOW LONG?"

Oliver Tambo, the President of the
ANC, could be seen jiving in his grey
suit as reggae star Maxi Priest brought
the crowds to their feet with his song
called 'Free Nelson Mandela'.

Father Trevor Huddlestone, the
beloved priest who served the people
of Sophiatown in the 1950's, was also

there to celebrate his long-time friend's
birthday. The well known Anti-
Apartheid Movement leader had a
double reason to be happy. It was also
his birthday. He turned 75.

"Is the world ready to set Nelson
Mandela free?" shouted Maxi Priest
before he belted out another reggae
tune. The crowd clasped their hands in
the air and jived to the music until the
stadium felt like it was going to fall
apart.

The group Simple Minds joined singer
Peter Gabriel in his touching song
about Steve Biko, the Black
Consciousness leader who died in
prison in 1977. Tens of thousands of
fists were raised as people shouted
"Amandla!"

Little Steven made a short speech
before singing his anti-apartheid song,
'Aint gonna play Sun City'.

"We the people demand the
unconditional release of Nelson
Mandela", he shouted to the crowd,
who nodded in agreement.

American actress Whoopi Goldberg,
who always makes people laugh in her
films, was in a serious mood. The
crowd never saw the clown in her as
she asked them to shout "How long?"
five times. The crowd answered her
call and the stadium shook.

FREEDOM AT SEVENTY

Famous film actor Richard Gere called
on the people to help bring about
change in South Africa. "Is it not
unbelievable that we are all here to
pay tribute to a man that none of us
have ever met? Unlike the people of
South Africa we have the vote. Let us
use that power to force governments
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Oliver and Adelaide Tambo enjoying the birthday concert for their old friend and comrade,
Nelson Mandela.

all over the world to push for change in guitar player and singer who has made
South Africa," he said. his name overseas, sang three songs

with the husky-voiced Joe Cocker.
The Eurythmics had the crowd singing
along with their song,'Hey Mandela!' At
one point Annie Lennox, the
Eurythmics lead singer, left the stage
to take a rest.

It was later learned that her doctors
had told her not to sing in the festival
because she is four months pregnant
- but she came to add her voice to
the thousands of others calling for
Mandela's release.

"God smiles on you Nelson Mandela!"
shouted Natalie Cole, the daughter of
American blues singer, Nat King Cole.

Jonathan Butler, the Cape Town born

And of course, the great Miriam
Makeba was there to pay her respects
to her leader and one-time fan. The
first and last time she saw Mandela
was when she sang for the Manhattan
Brothers back in the 1950's.
Afterwards, Mandela went up to her
and thanked her for her singing.

Makeba was joined on stage by South
Africa's other exiled musical giant,
Hugh Masekela. Together they sang a
tribute to their hero. They sang the old
favourite, "Stimela" - and another
song that was just right for the moment
- "Bring Him Back".
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Stevie Wonder turned out to be the
"surprise guest" at the concert. He was
flown in from the United States as a
special birthday present for Mandela.
His show started late as one of his
instruments was stolen from beside the
stage.

THE BRIGHTEST STAR

Amampondo wowed the crowd with
their fresh brand of African music.
Simon Mahlathini Nkabinde and his
backing group, Amahotella Queens,
had the crowds clapping with their
mbaqanga music and township jive.

Reggae came back to Africa as African
musicians Salif Keita and Oussou
N'dour played together with Jamaican
reggae kings, Sly Dunbar and Robbie
Shakespeare. Sly and Robbie used to
play for Bob Marley and the Wailers.

Whitney Houston, the most talked-
about female musician, was just magic
to watch. She looked as good as ever.

It was close to midnight when Dire
Straits took the stage to close the
show. The group came out of
retirement to play at the concert. After
they had played their last sweet note,
the crowd left the stadium buzzing like
a swarm of happy bees.

They took with them more than
memories of a day full of great music.
They went home with the name of
Nelson Mandela on their lips and his
struggle deep in their hearts.

The Nelson Mandela birthday festival,
which lasted for 12 hours, was the
music concert of the year. It was a day
of superstars - but the brightest and
greatest star of all was the one who
could not be there - Nelson Mandela
himself.

* The Mandela birthday concert in
London took place on June 14. This
was a few weeks before his birthday.
Nelson Mandela turned 70 on July 18,
1988.

NEW WORDS
soulful - with deep feeling
death squads - groups that go around
murdering people
introduce - to make somebody or
something known to others
audience - the people watching a concert
or a show
beloved - deeply loved
unconditional release - to be freed with no
conditions.

NEWS FLASH
This space was meant to have been for an
advert for a booklet that we proudly
produced as a tribute to Nelson Mandela on
the occasion of his 70th birthday. The
booklet is called: "The Historic Speech of
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela at the Rivonia
Trial. "

However, on the day this magazine went to
the printer, the security police came to our
offices and seized the booklets. They said
they were acting under the new media
emergency regulations that came out in
June.

At the moment we are preparing a court
action to challenge the seizure. We will
report on the outcome of our court
application in the next magazine. For those
of you who have sent us R2 for the booklet,
we ask you please to be patient. If our court
application is not successful, we will return
your money.

We would just like to point out that
although the booklet was seized, it is not
illegal. If you have a copy of the booklet or
the speech do not worry - you are not
breaking the law.

Finally, we just want to say that the
government has kept Nelson Mandela in
prison for 26 years already. They could keep
him for another 26 years and seize his
speech time and again. But it would not help
them. The spirit of Nelson Rolihlahla
Mandela will never die!
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THE TWO FACES OF
WilliE VAN NIEKERK!

It was too good to be true! After a long, hard battle by consumer organisations, women's
groups and doctors, the Health Department banned skin lightening creams.

The new law said that skin lighteners could not be sold or made as from July 1, 1988.

But, just a couple of weeks before the poisonous creams were to be banned, the Minister
of Health, Dr Willie van Niekerk, changed his mind. He said skin lighteners can now be
sold until January 1991.

Van Niekerk said that, "due to certain legal, economic and health implications" he
"deemed it necessary to grant the industry a fair phasing out period."

How the hell can he say such a thing? How can he talk of being fair to the companies
when hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of Black people have already suffered
permanent skin damage because of these creams?

How the hell can he say he wants to be fair to the companies when the companies have
already made hundreds of millions of rands from selling these creams? Each year the
companies make about R80 million from skin lighteners!
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What made Van Niekerk change his mind? Has he forgotten why he banned the creams in
the first place? Has he forgotten what doctors have been telling him for years and years -
that after about three months, the creams make the skin darker than before?

And not only darker! The creams leave hundreds of little lumps all over the skin wherever
they are used. The dark patches and lumps do not go away!

It is said that Van Niekerk changed his mind after the companies went to see him with an
"American expert." How the hell can he listen to an American expert when our own skin
doctors say that damage from skin lighteners is a South African problem?

We want to ask you two questions, Dr van Niekerk. Firstly, how many people will suffer
permanent skin damage from skin lighteners in the next three years? One hundred
thousand? Two hundred thousand? Five hundred thousand?

And secondly, Dr van Niekerk, how do we know that you won't change your mind again
in 1991? What excuse will you have then?

But we must not only point a finger at Van Niekerk, the man who is supposed to look
after the health of the people in this country! What about the people who have his ear and
who he bends over backwards to help - the companies themselves.

After all these years and so much proof about the dangers of skin lighteners, the
companies still say the creams are safe.

Just a few weeks ago, Mr Ian Ellis, general manager of Twins Pharmaceuticals, told a
newspaper there is "no scientific evidence" that the creams his company sells cause
permanent skin damage if people follow the instructions on the pack.

Ian Ellis, whose company makes most of the skin lighteners in this country, went on to
threaten anybody who did not agree with him. He said the creams his company makes are
"safe and effective" - and that if anybody said they were not, the companies may take
"the necessary legal action."

Okay, Mr Ellis! We accept your challenge! We believe that what you say is not
correct! We say your skin lighteners are NOT safe and effective! We say the skin
lighteners your company makes are harmful and dangerous to the people of this
country!

So what do you say now, Mr Ellis? We look forward to hearing from you! •

NEW WORDS

consumer - people who buy goods or services
phasing out period - doing away with something slowly
permanent - lasting for ever
expert - somebody who knows all about something
evidence - proof, reasons for believing something
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Umgababa Station in Natal during the huge stayaway in June. Can you see the writing on the
wall?

The hall in Tembisa was full. The union
members were angry - very angry.
The government was talking about
bringing in a new law to smash the
unions. Somebody said the new law
would set the unions back ten years.

Everybody agreed the unions had to
do something. They could not take this
new law lying down. Some people
called for strike action, others called for
demonstrations, and others called for a
stayaway.

Then a woman got up to speak -
but instead of saying 'stayaway' she

said 'staysoft'. The whole meeting
laughed, but the name stuck.

The three day 'staysoft' called by
Cosatu and Nactu on June 6, 7 and 8
was anything but soft - it was a very
hard action, which took the smiles off
the bosses' and the government's
faces. They never dreamed that so
many people - between two and three
million - would answer the unions'
protest call.

THE LONGEST IN HISTORY

The protest was the people's way of
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showing how much they dislike the
government's new labour bill - the
Labour Relations Amendment Bill -
as well as the bannings of 17
organisations in February.

The stayaway was the longest in
South African history. But the most
important thing about it was that it
happened at all in these difficult
times. The government has done its
best to crush any opposition from
workers and communities. The state
of emergency makes it illegal to even
call for a stayaway.

Cosatu's assistant general secretary
Sidney Mafumadi says: "The protest
action made sure that the basic
demands of our people will be heard
- for example, the unbanning of
organisations and the lifting of the
state of emergency.

"It means to us that the democratic
movement is firmly in the hearts of
our people and that the government
will never win back the ground they
have lost."

"WORKERS ARE STILL
POWERFUL"

Says Nactu's general secretary,
Piroshaw Camay: "The protest showed
that the workers are still powerful even
while there is a state of emergency.
This bill is something which directly
affects workers and how they do things
on the factory floor."

The strike forced the government to re-
think their new labour laws. The
Minister of Manpower, Pietie du
Plessis, has said he is now ready to
talk to the unions about changes to the
law. But to really understand the
importance of the protest, we must
look at why it happened.

Mike Sarakinsky is from the Labour
Monitoring Group, which studies trade
union and labour issues. He says it
was the employers who first pushed for
the law. "The government wanted to
get back the support of businessmen
by pushing it through parliament. The
bosses are worried about the growing
strength of the unions."

Cosatu's Mafumadi says: "The bosses
told us the great majority of them
support the bill. This means the great
majority of them support the
government - but they don't want to
pay the price for supporting the
government. They want us to continue
to suffer all the hardships which come
our way without protesting."

A VICTORY!

The bill will be made a law by the
government. But the protest was a
victory for workers.

Soon after the stay away the bosses
ran to speak to the government. They
asked the government to hold back
on the law so that they could speak to
the unions about it. Now they are
talking to Cosatu and Nactu about
changing the bill.

The stay away showed the bosses that
workers will not swallow laws that bash
their unions. The unions have now
said: "We are strong - you can't make
laws without consulting us."

GOVERNMENT AND THE BOSSES

Mafumadi sees the bill as the
government's way of using the normal
laws of the country to stop workers from
growing stronger. He says they do not
want to use the state of emergency too
much because it has turned so many
other countries against South Africa.
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White workers loading bread during the three day stayaway.

Camay thinks the new bill is part of
the government's plans for the
future. "I think there will be this law
for 1988, but there will be a different
law for 1989. The '89 laws will
probably change this '88 law.

"What the government will try to
do is take care of the right wing at
this stage, and in '89 they will try
to sweeten the unions. It also
depends on what happens in the
October elections."

A NEW SPIRIT OF UNITY

The protest also showed a new spirit
of unity between Cosatu and Nactu.

Camay says: "We would like to have a
united view with Cosatu over things
which concern us both. If the
government and the bosses see there
are differences between us, they will

use them against us. If we are united, it
will increase our bargaining power.

"Our own view is that we should work
together more on the ground. We
should have more things like joint
Mayday meetings. Out of joint actions,
like on the labour bill, will come real
worker unity."

Says Mafumadi: "We have to move to
a point where the ranks of workers
are completely closed, so we can
mobilize to fight this attack from both
employers and the state. The only
way we can be successful is to have
one industry, one union, and one
country, one federation." •
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NUMSA members who were dismissed during the stay away - and who got their jobs back
because they stood together.

REMEMBER THEM TOO!
The 'staysoft' will be remembered as
the longest worker protest in this
country's history. But few will
remember those who lost their jobs
for taking part in the protests.

Wicks Mogotu has worked for the
British company Cylinder
Components in Roodepoort for the
past 19 years. He is an angry man~

"Before we took part in the protest
action, we told the boss that many of
us may not be able to come to work
because of transport problems and so
on. We also told him it was a
community decision to protest. But
when I came to work on the 9th June I
was surprised to find out that I was
fired. They said I was 'absent without
leave'."

Wicks was not alone. Twenty-two
other workers in his factory got the
sack. NUMSA, the union at Cylinder
Components, is doing everything it
can to get the 23 back to work. This
gives Wicks hope.

FINAL WRITTEN WARNINGS

Another factory that dismissed
workers was Richard Hirschmann
(SA) on the West Rand. A
shopsteward at the company,
John Makwelo, takes up the story.

"We stayed away for the three days.
When we got back to work
management gave us final written
warnings. The following week we
stayed away from work because it
was June 16. The next day the whole
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membership who stayed away were
dismissed. We were told we were on
final warnings and we stayed away
without a valid reason."

But John Makwelo and his fellow
workers are luckier than some others.
On the day we spoke to them they
heard they were going back to work.
John says this victory must go "to the
workers who remained united until
the end. There were some difficult
moments, but in the end we won."

About three thousand workers were
dismissed for taking part in the
stayaway. But more than two
thousand have now got their jobs
back. Cosatu unions are launching a
national campaign to get the
remaining dismissed workers' jobs
back. Nactu unions are also fighting
for their dismissed members. They
say that they will fight this struggle
from the factory floor. •

NEW WORDS

opposition - to fight against
consulting - asking people what they
think about something
ranks - many people standing together
in a disciplined way
valid - true
mobilise - bringing people together for
mass action
national campaign - a plan of
action from people all over the
country
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A star in the making? The young Zanzi Maruping in action.

You have heard of famous singers like Then somebody asked: "How about a
Miriam Makeba, Brenda Fassie, song or two?" You know how we are
Yvonne Chaka Chaka, Letta Mbuli and here at Learn and Teach. Anything's
Margaret Singana - but have you better than work! We sat down in the
heard of Zanzi Maruping? office and waited for the "concert" to

begin.
The young Zanzi, who lives in
Sharpeville, walked into our office with
her good friend, artist Gamakhulu
Diniso. She was wearing a beautiful
African print dress and a Miriam
Makeba hairstyle.

She told us she was a music student at
the Funda Art Centre in Soweto. We
looked at her and thought that she was
just another young singer with big
dreams.

WHAT A TALENT!

Zanzi opened her mouth and started to
sing Miriam Makeba's Iph'indlela
(Show us the Way). We could not
believe it! What talent! What a voice!

We sat glued to our chairs and listened
to her sweet and powerful voice. All
around the room feet were tapping and
heads were nodding in time to the song.
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Her voice floated up and down with
great ease and touched everyone. The
song came to an end. Everybody
clapped their hands and with one voice
roared:"More! More! More!"

"LIKE A BROTHER!"

Zanzi says that she started singing
when she was very young. "I started
singing at school. But I really began to
love music when I first started listening
to the songs of Miriam Makeba and
Letta Mbuli. I enjoyed singing along
with their records."

"When I finished Form 3 in 1986, I told
my parents I did not want to continue
with school. They were very angry with
me. But after I told them that I wanted
to go to music school, they stood
behind me all the way."

Zanzi says that Gamakhulu Diniso is
"like a brother" to her. He is the
founder of the Busang Thakaneng Art
Centre in Sharpeville and has helped
Zanzi a lot. It was Gamakhulu who
encouraged her to go to the Funda
Centre.

"IT'S NOT EASY!"

"I started going to classes at Funda
centre last year. It was not easy for
me. At Funda I saw that singing is not
an easy thing. I had to learn how to
read and write music before I could do
anything.

"I also learned to play the piano which I
like very much. The teachers at the
centre are very nice to us. They are also
very good. If you think music is all
shouting and nothing else, you must see
what we do at our school," says Zanzi.

Zanzi is now doing her second year at
Funda. She is working hard because

exams are around the corner.

"I must pass the exams because I want
to get a scholarship to study music. I
would love to go to another country in
Africa and learn about other people's
music," she says.

IN HER SPARE TIME

Zanzi's second love after music is
acting. She spends most of her spare
time acting in a new play called "The
Thorns of Papi Love." The play was
written by Gamakhulu Diniso.

He says the play is about "how the
love of today stabs the youth like sharp
thorns." It's message is that young
lovers must be careful of careless and
meaningless love as it does more harm
than good.

When this play comes to an end, Zanzi
will take the lead role in another new
play. The play is called "Opela" and it
will be staged for the first time in
September at the Busang Thakaneng
Theatre. Gamakhulu says the play will
have lots of Miriam Makeba's music.
Zanzi's voice will surely make this play
a hit.

Zanzi has one other big love -
children. When she isn't acting or
studying, she teaches music to the
children at the Busang Centre. And
when she is finished there, the children
often follow her home. On weekends
her home is always full of youngsters
who come to sing and play with her.

"SONGS WITH MEANING"

You've read all about what Zanzi loves.
So what doesn't she like?

Disco music! She hates disco music.
She says: "Most of the singers just
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Zanzi's advice to others who wish to
learn music is to go and study. She
believes parents must encourage their
children to sing and not stop them.

Zanzi and friends at Funda Centre in Soweto.

shout meaningless words about any
foolish thing for the whole song. You
listen to one song and you know them
all.

"They must learn from singers like
Makeba and Mbuli and sing songs with
meaning. Music should talk about the
people's daily lives and struggle. I am
not saying that music must be political
but it must mean something to the
people and show who we are."

Zanzi is not yet famous like her idol,
Miriam Makeba - but she has what it
takes. She's not scared of hard work
and she has the will to do well. For
young Zanzi Maruping, the sky is the
limit! •

NEW WORDS
roared - a long, deep, loud sound - like
that made by a lion
encourage - to tell or urge somebody to
do something
careless - not careful
meaningless - without meaning
idol - someone you love and respect
the sky is the limit - anything is in reach
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Victims of Renamo.

RENAMO
WHO CREATED THE MONSTER ... AND WHO IS BEHIND IT?

The year was 1975. The bush war in greedy and wanted something more
Mozambique was over. There were than just freedom.
shouts of "Viva Frelimo!" everywhere.
The Portuguese masters were packing
their bags and going home. There was
going to be peace at last.

Frelimo soldiers sang their freedom
songs with the people and waved their
AK47's. Everyone said goodbye to the
bad old times and hello to freedom.

But there was one man who had
something else in mind.

His name was Andre Matsangaisa.
Like most freedom-loving people of
Mozambique, Matsangaisa had joined
Frelimo and fought for his country. But
he was not like other soldiers. He was

Before long, Matsangaisa was caught
stealing a Mercedes Benz from an
army store where he worked. He was
sent to a re-education camp to mend
his ways.

But mend his ways he did not! He
escaped from the camp and fled to
Rhodesia. He was welcomed with
open arms by Ian Smith's army. They
had good use for a person like
Matsangaisa.

. FROM THIEF TO GENERAL

At that time the Rhodesian army was
trying to start a new force to fight
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Frelimo, and especially against Robert
Mugabe's ZANLA.

Matsangaisa became the leader of this
new force, which was called Renamo
or MNR (Mozambican National
Resistance). His job was to get
soldiers to fight, kill and destroy
everything they could in Mozambique.

It is now more than 10 years since
officers in the Rhodesian army started
Renamo with only a few men. Renamo
has now grown to an army of more
than 10 000 killers. It has also changed
hands.

Renamo became South Africa's
adopted son - the ugly one who is
kept away from people and locked in a
cupboard.

The change took place in 1979 after
the liberation of Zimbabwe. The
Rhodesians had lost against Mugabe
and no longer needed Renamo. They
knew Pretoria might be interested in
using Renamo and started having talks
with SADF officers.

A deal was made. In 1979 Colonel
Charles van Niekerk, an intelligence
officer of the SADF, made plans for the
Renamo radio station, Renamo
soldiers and equipment to be brought
to secret camps at Phalaborwa,
Voortrekkerhoogte and Waterkloof in
South Africa.

Since then Renamo has caused untold
misery in Mozambique. Over 100
thousand people have died because of
the war. Nearly one million people

A Frelimo soldier protects his people from Renamo.
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have fled from Mozambique to Malawi,
Swaziland, Zimbabwe and South
Africa. Another one million in
Mozambique have left their homes to
move to safer areas.

JOIN RENAMO - OR ELSE!

Mr Jeremiah Shabangu, a refugee
from Mozambique, remembers the first
time that he saw 'vha matswanga', as
Renamo fighters are called. "They
came to our village in 1981 to ask for
food and to tell us about a new
government. They were carrying guns
which looked like those used by
Frelimo.

"They said that they did not want
Machel's 'umfumo' or socialism. They
wanted a government which was going
to be like that of the Portuguese but
with them on the top. They also asked
people to join their new army.

"Some people supported them, but
many people did not like them. Like
many others we were supporters of
Samora Machel - but were afraid to
tell them because of the guns.

"In 1984 Renamo started attacking
people who were Frelimo supporters.
Instead of asking for food they started
to steal our cattle and our belongings.
They burnt houses and killed people
with axes and pangas. They cut off
people's ears and fingers with knives,
raped young girls and mothers in front
of their families and took young men
for their army and women as their
wives.

"Many people ran away from the
villages and went to other countries. I
was very lucky to live. They came to
my house in May and took my two
wives, cattle and other things. They
walked with me for a long distance and

then told me to go. Then I came to
South Africa through the Kruger
National park," he said, wiping tears
from his eyes.

THE TWO FACES OF PRETORIA

In March 1984 Pretoria signed a
treaty with Mozambique called the
Nkomati Accord. They agreed to stop
support for Renamo if Mozambique
stopped support for the ANC.

But did South Africa stop supporting
Renamo after the Nkomati Accord?
There is proof to show that the
'friendship' between South Africa and
Renamo did not end with Nkomati.
Here are just a few examples:

* In March this year a policeman,
Sergeant Robert van der Merwe, who
was sentenced to death for murder,
told a court that he had met a person
last year in Nelspruit who said he was
a "liaison officer" between the SADF
and Renamo.

* A Renamo fighter, Abilio Jangare,
was caught by Frelimo in the same
month. He told newspaper reporters in
Maputo that he saw eight black South
African soldiers at a Renamo base
near Furacango in Mozambique.

* In 1985 Frelimo found two notebooks
and a diary which belonged to a
Renamo commander after they
attacked and took over a Renamo camp
in Gorongosa. These books spoke of
many guns and other supplies that were
brought to the camp from South Africa.

* Frelimo also said they found a
message from Colonel Van Niekerk
written to Renamo. The message said
Renamo should try not to fight the
Mozambican army openly. Instead, the
South African officer said they should
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Until Renamo is defeated, Frelimo soldiers must protect people as they rebuild their country.

attack easier targets, like villages, destroyed the power lines from Cabora
crops and ordinary people. In this way Bassa in the past.
they would make it impossible for
Frelimo to govern the country.

A STRUGGLE WITH NO REWARDS

The people of Mozambique no longer
talk about the freedom that they won
from Portugal 13 years ago. They
never had time to enjoy the fruits of
their struggle. All they have known is
death, fear and hunger.

Last month South Africa signed
another agreement, this time with
Portugal and Mozarnbique, in the
Portuguese capital of Lisbon. South
Africa wants electricity from Cabora
Bassa, in northern Mozambique, which
is one of the biggest dams in the world.
In the agreement both Mozambique
and South Africa agreed to work
together to protect Cabora Bassa.
This means that Pretoria will have to
stop helping Renamo, who have

But will South Africa really stop helping
Renamo after all this time? Or will the
Lisbon agreement be just another
piece of paper, like the Nkomati
Accord? •

NEW WORDS

fled - ran away
untold misery - terrible suffering
treaty - an agreement between two
countries
liaison officer - a person who makes sure
that people or organisations work well
together
target - when you point a gun at
something, or attack it, that thing is the
target
power lines - the cables used to carry
electricity
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What does the future hold for these refugee children from Mozambique in Gazankulu?

RUNNING FROM RENAMO
Right on the border between South
Africa and Mozambique, just outside
the one-horse town of Komatipoort, is
a dry and dusty village called
MangwenL At first it looks very
unfriendly, almost like a desert. It is hot
and the dust makes it hard to breathe.

But it does not take you long to find out
that the people who live there are
special. They are very poor - but they
show great kindness to others, .
especially those who are poorer than
themselves.

In the past few years, the people of
Mangweni have opened their homes
and their hearts to refugees from
Mozambique. Mangweni is just one of
the villages in the homeland of Ka-
Ngwane which has become a home for
thousands of people who have left

Mozambique because of the war.

HUNGRY AND HALF-NAKED

Our first stop was at a small office next
to the only clinic in the village. This is
where hungry Mozambican refugees
are welcomed by the Red Cross and
the Catholic Church, who help them to
apply for a permit to stay in Ka-Ngwane.
They are then given a bag of mealie
meal and soup by Operation Hunger.

After that they are given a check-up in
the clinic, and those with wounds are
washed and bandaged. Refugees who
are very sick or badly wounded are
taken to the Shongwe Mission
Hospital.

We found many refugees sitting down
under the trees, waiting for their turn
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A young Mozambican from the Mangweni
refugee camp.

and looking sad and lost. They had all
arrived that day from Mozambique:
142 refugees in only one day!

Some were ill or in pain, and all were
hungry. They were sharing loaves of
bread bought with the last of their
money or given to them by the
villaqers, Most of them did not have
shoes. They were half naked, as their
clothes had been torn or lost on their
way from Mozambique'.

A FLIGHT FROM HELL

We spoke to more than 50 refugees in
the area of Mangweni. All of them had
horrific stories to tell. We listened as
they told us of their husbands, wives,
brothers, sisters and loved ones who
were mutilated, raped and killed by the
Mozambican National Resistance
(MNR, or Renamo, as they are also
called).

Most of them had spent more than two
days in the bush, walking only at night
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and hiding during the day, before they
reached safety.

The road they take is a dangerous one.
Only the lucky ones arrive safely in Ka-
Ngwane. Some are caught by Renamo
and killed or tortured. Sometimes their
ears, noses or lips are cut off.
Sometimes they stand on landmines
near the border, and suffer terrible
injuries or even death.

Their troubles are not over when they
reach the border. Those who cross in
the north have to face the dangerous
wild animals of the Kruger National
Park. Those who cross in the south
have to find their way over or under the
'snake of fire' - the deadly electric
fence which the South African
government has built to stop the flow of
refugees.

A doctor at Shongwe Mission Hospital
told us that many are badly burnt when
they cross the fence, and the injuries
are sometimes so bad that an arm or a
leg has to be cut off.

'WELCOME' TO SOUTH AFRICA

If they manage to cross the border they
still have to make sure that they are
not seen by the SADF on the South
African side of the border. If a patrol
sees refugees crossing, they will catch
them and send them back.

Sometimes they are not sent back -
like the story of two refugees who were
caught by an SADF patrol in February.
They were locked in a metal tank and
left in the sun all day. When the
soldiers opened the tank, one of the
refugees was dead. The other died a
few days later at Shongwe Hospital.
The SAP say they are investigating two
counts of murder. The SADF are also
investigating the matter.
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looking for a roof to
cover their heads. Them
they have to try and find
work.

But in Ka-Ngwane, like
all other homelands,
there is little work. So
the refugees are forced
to work for the white
farmers in the area.
Because the refugees
are illegal and do not
have work permits, the
farmers pay them very
little. A refugee may
earn as little as R1 a
day - others get no
pay, but just a plate of
food and a place to
stay.

Some of the refugees
do not stay. They miss
their families and loved
ones who were left
behind. One man,
whose fingers had been
cut off by Renamo,
went back to
Mozambique to look for
his family, with both his

AFRAPIX Hungry Mozambican refugees queue for help in Gazankulu. hands bandaged.
Other refugees are asked if they want Nobody knows if he ever found his
to fight for Renamo. One man told us family - or if he is still alive today! •
that three men at Komatipoort police
station tried to force him to join
Renamo. Luckily, they discovered that
he was too old, and he was just sent
back to Mozambique.

NEW WORDS

one-horse town - a very small town
refugees - people who leave their
country, mainly because of war or hunger
horrific stories - terrible, frightening
stories
mutilate - to hurt somebody very badly,
so that the wound will be seen for the rest
of their lives
land mine - a bomb which is hidden under
the ground, and explodes when somebody
steps on it

WHAT NEXT?

What happens to those "lucky" ones
who make it safely to the villages in
Ka-Ngwane?

The first problem is finding a place to
stay. They go around the villages
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Letters Letters Letters
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Dear Learn and Teach,
I was really happy to win the book by Miriam
Makeba in your competition. It made me feel
special to be one of the few winners from
many other readers.

It is also nice to hear that people like Baba
Jordan from faraway places like Lesotho
receive the magazine. I would also like to say
congratulations to the other winners. To those
who did not win, I say do not lose hope.
PJ Mofokeng
EMBALENHLE

We would like to thank all the people who
entered the competition. We're only sorry
that we could not give everybody a prize.
Heyta daar!

Dear Learn and Teach,
I am writing this letter to you because I find
your magazine very interesting. I would be
very happy if you could write a story on the
life of Sam Nujoma, the leader of South West
African Peoples' Organisation (SWAPO) in
Namibia.
NN
OKAHANDJA

It is very nice to receive a letter from
Namibia. We are happy to hear that you
find the magazine interesting. We will try
our best to write a story on Sam Nujoma.

Dear Learn and Teach,
I really love your magazine and the way you
help people with their problems. I have a
problem. I worked at Hartebeesfontein for
more than 10 years and I was dismissed after
a strike in 1985. Then in 1986 and 1987, we
took the bosses to court. Then someone at
the NUM offices told us that we lost the case.
Since then I have been unemployed. I did not
claim my UIF because I was hoping to get my
job back. Now it is too late to claim because
the blue card has expired. What can I do?
Ephraim Msokoli
PARYS

Thank you for your letter, Ephraim. We
asked NUM about your problem. They
explained that the union and the bosses
reached a settlement agreement. Under
the agreement you can get the following:
10 weeks pay, one month's notice pay,
one and a half weeks pay for every year of
service and all tax refunded.

If you have not been paid this money,
please go to your local Teba office to
claim. Take your mine number and identity
or reference book with you. We know life
has been very hard for all the miners who
lost their jobs in the strike. We wish you
good luck in finding a job soon.

Dear Learn and Teach,
I am 13 years old and live in Cape Town. I
really enjoy reading your magazine. I have a
terrible problem. In class people can be very
racist and they also make jokes about
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. I really hate this.
Please could you advise me what to do.
Gudrun H.
WYNBERG

We are sorry to hear about your problem.
We believe everyone who truly cares
about the future of our beautiful country
should do all they can to fight racism. The
best way for you to do this is to learn
more about the problems of this country.
And then teach others what you have
learnt. Get information about what
Archbishop Tutu believes, and about what
the progressive movement stands for.
Write to the Children's Resource Centre, 2
Lower Main Road, Observatory 7925 for
such information. Their phone number is
(021) 47 8138.

Dear Learn and Teach,
I greet all readers in the name of the
Freedom Charter. I have a problem with the
new identity books. I am a Bophuthatswana
citizen. I applied for the book in August 1986
at the magistrate's offices in Krugersdorp.
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Every time I go there, they always tell me to
try again after a month.
Lesego T.R.
JOHANNESBURG

Thank you for your letter. Many people
from Bophuthatswana have not yet
received their new identity books. The
reason for this is that Bophuthatswana
and Pretoria have been having talks about
citizenship. They only started sorting out
applications for identity books this year.

We think you should go to the
Bophuthatswana consulate in
Johannesburg to speak to them. The
address is: 6th floor, Nedbank Mall,
Commissioner Street, Johannesburg,
2001. The telephone number is (011) 331-
5931.

You can also write directly to the Director
General of Home Affairs to complain
about the two year delay in getting your
new identity book. The address is: Mr L.
Kok, The Department of Home Affairs,
Private Bag X200, Pretoria, 0001.

Dear Learn and Teach,
I work at a chemical company. At work we
have a trade union which is fighting for our
rights. My problem is that some people at
work do not want the union. They say they
don't like the union because they are not
interested in politics. Even when we try to talk
to them about a living wage, they don't want
to listen. But when the union helped us to get
transport to work, these people also want to
ride in the combis. Can Learn and Teach help
us to get these people to join our union?
Samuel
ALEXANDRA

Thanks for your letter, Samuel. It is sad
that some people do not want to join the
union. The only thing we can suggest is
that you carryon talking to them - try to
change their minds about the union. They
can see that the union has won transport
and better wages. Tell them that the union
needs them and by joining they will make
the union strong. And when a union is
strong, everybody's life becomes better.
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Maybe your union organiser can also help
you to speak to these people.

Dear Learn and Teach,
Please help me as you have helped other
readers. I am a farmworker in
Sekhukhuneland. In February, three farmers
came into my room and beat me up. They did
not tell me why. The following day they told
me they were looking for my younger
brothers. Two weeks later, they came to my
brother's house with soldiers and beat him
up. I want to open a case against them.
Angry Brother
STEELPOORT

Thank you for your letter. We were sorry
to hear what happened to you. We think
the best thing would be for you and your
brother to go to the Sekhukhuneland
Advice Office and tell them everything
about the beatings. They will tell you if
you can lay a charge. The advice office is
at the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Ditsheoung village, Jane Furse. The office
is open every weekday.

Dear Learn and Teach,
I and my friends are willing to write some
jokes for your beautiful magazine. Our
suggestion is that we want to share the jokes
with Africans who stay outside or inside our
location. If you can add only one page for
jokes we can be more than happy.
Mtswala
KWA-THEMA

Thank you for your suggestion. We at
Learn and Teach are a happy lot, and love
a good joke as much as anyone.
Unfortunately we cannot put in a jokes
page at this time, but we would like to
hear any jokes you would care to send us.
Perhaps we can put some jokes in the
magazine at a later time.

Dear Readers
Thank you for your letters. If you have
a problem you think we can help you
with please write to us. Write to us at:

LEARN & TEACH PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 11074

Johannesburg 2000
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The well-known picture of Hector Petersen after he was shot on June 16, 1976. He was the first
child to die in the Soweto uprising.

WHO TOOK THIS PICTURE?
It was a cold winter morning in Soweto.
The time was 10:15. The date was
June 16, 1976. Sam Nzima, a 42-year
old photographer with The World
newspaper, had already been at work
in the township for more than four
hours.

As he stood near his car with reporter
Sophie Tema in a quiet street, he saw a
young girl and a tall, strong student
running towards him. The girl was
crying. The student was calling for
help. He was carrying a bleeding child
in his arms.
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The three came closer - Mbuyisa
Makhubu was carrying the young
Hector Petersen. Hector's sister,
Thandi, was at his side.

For one or two moments Sam Nzima
remembered he was a photographer.
He clicked the camera, six times.

Then Nzima pulled open the car door
and helped Makhubu put the child in
the back. They raced for the nearest
clinic. When they got there, Hector
Petersen, a 13- year old standard four
boy from White City, Jabavu, was dead.

THE FRONT PAGE

Thomas Khoza, the driver of Nzima's
car, rushed back to The World offices
with the film from the camera. Nzima
stayed behind in Soweto.

The World came out that afternoon
with one of his six pictures - the third
one, on the front page. The Star used
the picture that evening.

Newspapers all around the world
bought the picture, and in many
countries it was seen on television.
Millions upon millions of people saw
the picture of Hector Petersen, the first
child killed by the police in the 1976
uprising.

Twelve years later that picture, more
than any other, reminds people of the
massacre that took place in Soweto in
1976. In June every year this picture
appears in newspapers and
magazines, on posters and pamphlets,
all over the world.

Nzima was surprised that his picture
became so famous. In fact, he is to this
day surprised that he became a
photographer at all.
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Sam Nzima at work

THE YOUNG NZIMA

Sam Nzima was born in 1934 in the
Mhala district of Gazankulu. During
school holidays he worked at the
Kruger National Park nearby doing odd
jobs. With the money he earned there
he bought his first camera which he
used to take pictures of his friends.

When he was 20, Nzima came to
Johannesburg and got a job as a
gardener. He then moved on to other
jobs. He worked as a waiter at the
Savoy hotel for six years. Then he got
a job at another hotel, the Chelsea, as
a receptionist.
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While he was working, Nzima carried
on his schooling by correspondence -
and he bought himself another
camera. "On Thursdays, 'Sheila's day',
I used to stand at the Twist street bus
station and take pictures of domestic
workers at two shillings a time," he
says.

Nzima also took pictures of other
people in the street. There was a
journalist living in the Chelsea at the
time called Patrick Lawrence. He saw
some of Nzima's pictures and told him
he should send them to The World.

In 1965 The World bought three of his
pictures. They were pictures of young
black boys who roamed around the
streets of Hillbrow playing music to
earn some money.

That was Nzima's start. In 1968, The
World offered him a job.

EXCITING WORK - BUT
DANGEROUS!

Nzima was sent everywhere - to
meetings, to court, to football and
boxing. At boxing he learned to be fast
with his camera. "You had to get a
picture of a punch as it landed,
otherwise the picture was no good," he
says.

The work was exciting. Sometimes it
was dangerous. He remembers the
time he was sent to take a picture of a
"top thug" from the East Rand who was
in court to get a divorce.

He knew the man would not like to see
his picture in the paper so he hid
behind a car in the parking lot to wait
for him. "As he came out I jumped out
and clicked. He chased after me with a
knife," Nzima says.

"I escaped but I was not happy
because I knew the picture was not
good. So I put on a dust-coat and
followed the man to the station. I got
into the carriage opposite him and
waited until we reached Jeppe Station.
Just as the whistle blew, I jumped up
and took his picture. I just managed to
get out as the doors were closing."

Nzima laughs as he tells this story,
even though he could have been hurt.
But he does not talk about Soweto in
June '76 and the months after that in
the same way.

"A camera became a dangerous thing
to have. Police were going to schools
using newspaper pictures to find
people. 'Do you know this one?' they
would ask. 'Take us to his house !'

"The police also wanted to arrest us.
Once when we were driving past
Merafe station, a shot was fired
through the driver's side of the car. We
were lucky to escape with our lives."

"A ClAYOF PRAYER"

In 1977, Nzima decided to go back to
Mhala to open a bottle store. His
picture of Hector Petersen has been
used so many times, but very few
people know that Nzima is the man
who took it. Every time it was used his
employers got paid, but all Nzima got
was a bonus of R100.

"I felt very bad," he said. "Some people
said I could have been a millionaire if I
had been paid royalties for that picture.
But although I don't get money, I am
happy that the community is happy
with the picture. But when people use
the picture, they should at least show
respect by putting my name on it."
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Sam Nzima - the man who caught a moment of history

Nzima still has the camera he used to Everyday small groups of refugees,
take the picture of Hector Petersen, barefoot and empty-handed, arrive at
but now he uses it to take pictures of his door. He helps them to find food,
his friends and family. His business family members and a place to live.
keeps him very busy. But it has not
made him forget about other people. But if any of them had come on June

16, they would have found his shop
closed. "I never miss that day, it's a day
of prayer", Nzima says. "I spend the
day quietly at home. If I went to work I
would not be true to myself.".

When refugees from Mozambique who
were running away from Renamo
started coming to Mhala, Nzima was
one of the first people to help them.

NEW WORDS

reporter - a journalist, somebody who writes for a newspaper or magazine, radio or TV

uprIsIng - when people rise up and fight back because they are angry

massacre - when many people are killed at one time

famous - well known

receptionIst - somebody who works at the front of an office, hotel, or hospital. They help
people when they arrive. They also often answer the telephone.

roamed around - wandered around

royalties - money that writers and photographers get for every book or picture that is sold
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THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM IN

TANZANIA

Tanzania is a poor country. But it is
trying to give its people a rich future,
which everyone can share. This is a
socialist future - but Tanzania wants
a kind of socialism which comes from
the heart of Africa.

In 1978, students in Tanzania said the Government was not doing enough to make the country
socialist

Germany took it as a colony. Then the
country was taken over by Britain after
the First World War.

Tanzania is an east African country,
which lies to the north of Zambia and
Mozambique. Just over 100 years ago,

We in South Africa can learn much from
Tanzania's history of struggle. ILRIG
(International Labour Research and
Information Group) has written a book
about Tanzania. It is called, "Tanzania
- The Struggle for Ujamaa".
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Ujamaa is a word which means
'African Socialism'. The man who
brought this idea to Tanzania is Julius
Nyerere. He is one of Africa's best
kno~n and most respected leaders,
and It was he who led Tanzania to
independence.

INDEPENDENCE

Tanzania was called Tanganyika
before independence. Nyerere became
the. preside~t of the Tanganyika
Afncan National Union (TANU) in
1954. TANU is a political party that
fought for Tanzania's independence
from Britain in 1961.

The TANU government faced big
problems at this time. There were very
few factories and only a small number
of people lived in the towns. Only one
out of every six adults could read or
write.

TANU forced the British to give the
country independence after the party
won an election in 1958. After
independence, Nyerere went back to his
home village. There he wrote a pamphlet
which explained his ideas about how
Tanzanians could build their country.

It was called "Ujamaa, the Basis of
African Socialism". Nyerere travelled
around the country, teaching people
about his ideas. The people called him
"Mwalimu", which means 'teacher'.

UJAMAA

Ujamaa m.eans sha.ring and working
to~ether, like a family. Nyerere said
_this was how people had lived in the
past. The people in the villages all
used to help each other, and Nyerere
said this is how people should live
today.
Nyerere said: "In the village everyone

A young Julius Nyerere
was a worker. Before colonialism there
were no big differences in wealth and
power in African society".By this he
meant the rich were not too rich - and
the poor were not too poor. Everyone
worked hard for what they had.

But it has been a hard struggle to build
socialism, and Ujamaa has run into
many problems. ILRIG's book asks
some important questions about these
problems.

* Why has it been so difficult to build
socialism in Tanzania?
* Why have many TANU government
officials not pushed forward with
Ujamaa?
* Why do foreign companies still have
so much power in Tanzania?
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FIVE STORIES

To find answers to these questions,
ILRIG found five interesting stories told
by Tanzanians. The stories tell what
ordinary people are doing in Tanzanian
towns and villages, in the factories and
farms, in the trade unions and in
TANU.

The first story is by a teacher. He tells
how 75 years of foreign rule left
Tanzania one of the poorest countries
in the world. The foreigners took from
the country and put nothing back into
it. Ujamaa had to grow from the soil of
history, and the roots of many of the
country's problems today can be found
in the past.

There were important differences from
other African countries in the way the
European nations ruled Tanzania.
There were not many white settlers, so
the Europeans did not build many
factories and railways. And
Tanzanians did not have to go to war
for their independence, like other
African countries.

THE UNIONS

The second story is by the son of a
trade unionist. He shows how the trade
unions worked with TANU for
independence - and how
weaknesses in the unions weakened
the struggle for socialism.

The unions were not strong at the
grassroots. They were controlled too
much by their officials, and not enough
by the workers. TANU worked closely
with the unions to fight for
independence. But the workers were
not the leaders of this struggle.

After independence some rich groups,
like traders and top government

officials, wanted TANU to keep the
unions quiet. The TANU government
did not allow workers to strike. And the
government put their own men in
charge of the unions. These officials
were not elected by the workers.

FACTORIES AND FARMS

A journalist tells the third story. It is
about the big companies that were
taken over by the government after
1967. The government wanted to run
the companies for the good of all
Tanzania's people. But the big
overseas companies that used to own
these banks, factories and farms, still
have too much power in Tanzania.

The government also said the workers
should control the factories. But
managers control them still, and they
get paid much more than the workers.

But workers are gaining more power,
and worker councils now advise
management on production. ILRIG
asks: will the managers hold on to their
power and wealth? Or will workers win
more control of the factories?

UJAMAA VIJIJINI

The fourth story is about ujamaa vijijini,
which is Swahili for socialism in the
villages. It is a story told by a young
woman who works for the Ministry of
Agriculture. She tells how the
government forced people to move into
bigger villages, so they could work the
land together.

People were not happy about being
forced to move. They wanted to carry
on living in their old, small villages,
farming in the traditional way. But there
was a drought and a food shortage, so
people had to move into the villages to
get food from the government.
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But other problems followed -
problems with planning, and with doing
things in a democratic way. Some
government officials and rich farmers
saw that ujamaa vijijini helped the
poor, and not them. So they worked
against ujamaa.

The government forced many people
to live in the new villages after 1973.
But the biggest problem was that the
peasants did not control the price of
their crops. This price was controlled
by the government and the foreign
companies. So the poor peasants
stayed poor - and they thought that
ujamaa was to blame.

The people no longer farm the land
together. But some things changed for
the better. Bigger villages give the
people things like schools and clinics,
which they did not have before. And
the peasants used the old system of
village assemblies, where the people
made decisions together, to build
ujamaa democracy.

TANU

The last story is by a TANU official. He
tells how TANU made itself the only
party in Tanzania's government. TANU
wanted the nation to be united. But this
has caused problems.

Nyerere himself has questioned if a
one-party state is such a good idea.
Now the TANU government officials
have much power. And workers and
the people have little power. Nyerere
knows this is a big problem in his
country.

Nyerere said: "In the last years of my
life, I am going to spend my time
helping to build up the organisations of
the party, the trade unions, the youth,
the women, the poor peasants, in each
village and town."

Twenty seven years after
independence, there is still much work
to be done, building socialism and
democracy in Tanzania. And there are
other problems too. But South Africans
can learn much from the history of this
African nation. We must not make the
same mistakes in building our own
future.

* Do you want to get a copy of "Tanzania
- The Struggle for Ujamaa?" You can
buy this book from ILRIG. It costs R2,OO
for workers and unemployed people. If you
earn a salary, ILRIG asks that you pay
R5,OOfor a copy. You can order the book
by sending the money to:

ILRIG
Box 213

Salt River 7925

ILRIG helps workers to learn about the
struggles of their comrades in other parts
of the world. They help unions and
organisations with education workshops,
videos and research. They have also
published books on worker struggles in
other countries. The titles of the other
books are: Botswana, Bolivia, Brazil,
International Worker Organisations,
Mozambique, Kenya and Zimbabwe. If
you want to know more about ILRIG,
please write to them at the above address.

NEW WORDS

colony - a country that is ruled by another
country.
Independence - when a country rules
itself
production - the way things are made or
grown
peasants - poor people who work the land
in the countryside
traditional- the old way
village assemblies - village meetings
Swahili - the language spoken in many
parts of Africa
salary - a monthly wage
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THE TWO-FISTED GRANNY

Granny Alice Sontonga.

How many grannies do you know who
are boxing fans? None? Then you have
not met Granny Alice from Diepkloof,
Soweto.

Granny Alice Sontonga is 83 years old.
She is known by the lovers of the sport
as the "The Idlozi of Boxing".

Sontonga? Does the surname ring a
bell? It should - Granny Alice is the
daughter-in-law of the late, great
composer Enoch Sontonga. He was the
man who gave us our National Anthem,
Nkosi Sikelel' i Afrika.

Granny Alice never met the man who
gave the nation such a beautiful song.
Old Enoch died before his son and
Granny Alice were married.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

So what's in a name? Quite a lot..the
name "Enoch" has been an important
one in Granny Alice's life.

Out of respect for her great father-in-
law, Granny Alice named her son
Enoch.

It was Enoch who came back from
school one day and told Granny Alice,
"Mama, at school there's a boy called
Enoch who's training for boxing."

Granny Alice was immediately
interested. After all, The name Enoch

5 meant a lot to her.
e(
w
~-g The young boxer was none other than
nl Enoch Nhlapo, who was to become a

'~ great champion. Nhlapo was given the
~ nickname "Schoolboy" because he

began fighting while still at school.
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It was through "Schoolboy" that Granny
Alice's interest in boxing began. He was
a beautiful boxer. She followed his
progress - and before she knew it, she
was a boxing fan.

When Nhlapo turned professional, it
was Granny Alice and a few of her
friends who bought him his professional
gown. "We sowed the name
"Schoolboy" at the back of the gown. It
was beautiful and he loved it", says
Granny Alice.

"BLOOD? WHAT BLOOD?"

But the question must be asked: Why
does Granny Alice like a sport where so
much blood is spilt? She has a two-
fisted answer:

"Blood? What's so new about blood? In
this country we see blood all the time.
You go across the street to visit your
neighbour, and what do you see? Two
men trying to cut each other's throats
with knives. With boxing there's a

Enoch "Schoolboy" Nhlapo.

referee who is supposed to see that
nobody gets hurt. Not so with
streetfighting.

"Blood is spilt, anywhere and
everywhere. Why must people single
out boxing? What about the other
dangerous sports where people get
injured and sometimes killed? Why
don't we hear about the rugby player
who died in a serum, the wrestler who
died when his opponent jumped on top
of him, motor racing, any sport?"

Granny Alice feels that boxing should
not be singled out - but she does feel
there should be stricter rules and that
boxing officials should be better trained.
By officials she means the referees, the
judges, the trainers and the managers.

Granny Alice says she was saddened
by the death of Brian Baronet in Durban
a few months ago. She does not blame
anybody for his death. But she asks: "I
wonder what amount of training is given
before somebody is allowed to become
either a trainer or a manager?"

But when Granny Alice talks about the
death of Jacob "Dancing Shoes"
Morake in 1985, she drops her guard.
Granny Alice loved Dancing Shoes. He
was one of her favourites.

She says angrily: "If I had been there on
the night of the Morake fight, I would
have walked straight to the corner and
told the trainer, "Stop the fight, can't you
see a man is dying?" And had they not
listened to me, I'd simply have taken a
towel and thrown it in the ring. Damn
the result!"

Granny Alice does not blame boxer
Brian Mitchell for Morake's death. She
has no hatred in her heart for Mitchell,
who she calls "a good sportsman and a
gentleman." But to this day, she still

:I:o«wI-
"0cco
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Granny Alice is not shy. She climbed into 'the ring to give champion Simon Skosana a big kiss.
cannot bring herself to go and watch his corner at the the beginning of the
Mitchell fight. sixth round, the officials called it a

"technical draw."
"FAIR IS FAIR"

So what's in a name? Enoch
Sontonga, Enoch Sontonga Junior,
Enoch "Schoolboy" Nhlapo "Baby
Jake" Matlala, "Baby Jake" Modise,
Jake Morake and Jake Tuli.

All these "Jakes" are just some of the
boxers who Granny Alice has loved as if
they were her own sons. And she has
seen her "sons" getting a hiding more
times than she cares to remember -like
the time Schoolboy was beaten black
and blue by Elijah "Ellis Brown" Mokone.

But Granny Alice never cries "foul" -
because to her, there must be a winner.
And no matter who one loves, the winner
should be the better fighter, not the one
the officials or fans think should win.

Sometimes Granny Alice likes both
fighters in the ring. She remembers the
time Arthur "Fighting Prince" Mayisela
fought Harold "The Hammer" Volbrecht.
When Volbrecht refused to come out of

Granny Alice was unhappy - not
because she wanted Volbrecht to lose.
"Volbrecht is one of the boxers I love,
and he loves me too. But fairness must
rule in boxing. It must not matter if a
boxer is black or white."

Granny Alice will be a boxing fan until
her dying day - and when that time
comes, she has just one wish. She wants
her coffin to be carried to her grave by
boxers dressed in their fighting gowns.

But that time is still far off. Granny Alice
is one of those fighters who never says
die. She'll be around till the final gong.

NEW WORDS
composer - someone who writes music
immediately - at once, straight-away
progress - moving forward, getting better at
something
a professional boxer - a boxer who gets
paid for fighting
a technical draw - when a fight is stopped
and there is no winner - like when a boxer
gets hurt by accident and cannot carryon
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PART 1 READING AND UNDERSTANDING
It helps to know something about what you are going to read before you read
the whole thing. When you read something in a book or a newspaper or a
pamphlet, first try to work out what it will be about.

You can do this by:

• reading the title or the headline

• reading all of the bigger letters

• looking at the photographs, drawing and maps

• reading the first sentence of every paragraph

EXERCISE 1 WHAT IS THE STORY ABOUT?

In the story about "Onse Liewe Heer" which you are going to read in a minute, we
have put a sign like this 0 next to all the sentences you should read. This will give
youa good idea about what the story is about.

o STORIES OF RESISTANCE
o THE STORY OF "oNSE LIEWE HEER"

o Very soon after the
Dutch arrived at the
Cape in 1652, they
began to move inland
into the lands of the
Khoisan people. The
Khoi lived by raising
cattle and sheep and the
San hunted game and
gathered wild plants for
food.

o The Boers took the
Khoi grazing lands and
watering places. They
traded for cattle, which they
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also sometimes stole, and they forced the Khoisan to work for them as servants.
Sometimes they captured Khoisan children and 'tamed' them with a sjambok.
The San who lived on the edges of the new colony were often simply hunted
and shot, like animals.

D The Khoisan resisted the boers in battle and ran away from Boer farms
where they were forced to work. But they were no match for the Boers' guns.

D By 1788, despite brave resistance, the Khoisan had lost their land, their
cattle, and their independence and were treated no better than slaves in their
own country.

D This is the story of one of the Khoisan's last desperate acts of resistance.
Early in 1788 the Khoisan who lived around Swellendam prepared themselves to
fight the Boers. Their leader was a man they called 'Onse Liewe Heer' - in
English, 'Our Dear Lord'. No one knows for sure if this man really existed. Some
say he was a man named Cobus Valentijn, but others say there was no such
man. In any case, the people believed in him. They believed that he could not be
hurt by the Boers. They thought he was invincible.

D In 1788 messengers came from Onse Liewe Heer and told the people to
desert their boer masters. The messengers told them to get ready to meet at the
kraal of Willem Stompje at Riviersonderend. The messengers also told them to
burn all their Dutch clothes, to build new huts, with two doors, and to slaughter all
their white cattle. The people did all of these things. And they also made many
new arrows and assegais ready for the battle.

D Onse Liewe Heer's messengers told the people that on a certain day, the
world would end. He said that they must attack the Boers on that day. The people
believed that on that day the Khoisan would go to a new world. In this new world
there would be no boers and the Khoisan would get back their land and their
freedom.

D But that day never came. The Boers began to worry when they saw
strange fires burning on the mountain above the town. They searched the kraals
and found the new arrows and assegais. The Landdrost of Swell endam ordered
his men to capture Onse Liewe Heer who was 'een Doortrapte Vagebont' (a
complete skelm) - but the commandos never found him.

D The Boers didn't find the mysterious leader, Onse Liewe Heer, but they
did put a stop to the Khoisan's plans to drive them out of Swellendam. By the
end of the year, the plan of resistance had failed. The last day of the world
hadn't come and there were no new instructions from Onse Liewe Heer.

DAfter 100 years of brave resistance, the Khoisan had lost everything. They
were now even ready to believe in a man who did not exist, provided that he
would lead them to freedom from the Dutch invaders.
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EXERCISE 1 NEW WORDS

MEANING WORDS
(cover this side of the page) (say what each word means)

1. away from the sea 1. inland

2. the name we give to Khoi
and San people 2. Khoisan

3. collected, picked up 3. gathered

4. taken prisoner, caught 4. captured

5. land stolen by foreigners 5. colony

6. fought against 6. resisted

7. people taken prisoner and
made to work for no wages 7. slaves

8. when you have no hope 8. desperate

9. cannot be beaten or defeated 9. invincible

1O.run away 10. desert

11.strange, unknown 11. mysterious

12.fearless, courageous 12. brave

EXERCISE 2

The story is about .....
1. how the Khoisan took land and cattle from the boers and made the boers
their slaves.
2. the arrival of Jan Van Riebeeck at the Cape in 1652.
3. the resistance of the Khoisan people of Swellendam against the boer
occupation of their land.
4. how the Khoisan defeated the boer invaders and won their freedom.

ANSWER

8 J8qwnu S!J8MSUBlS8q 841 I
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EXERCISE 3

IIlr_1IIIB_.~II__ liI.li'ijJf.l~~~'ill;i:
................... :.: :-.-:-: :.:.:.:.:.;<.:.:.:.:.:.:-: :. .

1. Did the people ever see Onse Liewe Heer?
2. What special day did they choose to fight the boers?
3. Did that day ever come?

ANSWERS

'aWB~ JaAaUABPIBtH 'ON 'f:
'pua PlnoM PIJOMa41lB41 ABPa41 .~ JaaH aMa!l asuo MBSJaAaUAa41 'ON .~

~ HOW WELL DID YOU READ THE STORY?

It•• ilii.4.lliil!i8i'llill
TRUE or FALSE

1. San people kept cattle and sheep.

2. The boers bought land from the Khoi.

3. The boers were very kind to San children.

4. Khoisan servants resisted their boer masters by running away.

5. In less than 100 years the Khoisan lost their land, their cattle and their
independence.

6. The people thought that the boers could never defeat their leader.

7. Onse Liewe Heer said that the end of the world would come soon. _

8. The people believed that they would die when the end of the

world came. ------
9. The boers found the new weapons and put an end to the revolt.

10.0nse Liewe Heer was captured by the boers and executed.

ANSWERS

aSIBI '0 ~ anJI'6 aSIBI'9

anJI'L anJI'9 anJI'S anJI'17 aSIBI of: aSIBI'~ aSIBI' ~
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EXERCISE 5 A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE STORY
Here are somEfmOregUesfiOhslioahswerlhem yoU have 10 lhihk guneil'J'iil~.i'llllr~II~~IlII~I¥gY~~lin~~@~illg9~~~~~tgf1P'~p@~g~t@!~l:;
1. For over 100 years the Khoisan fought bravely against the invading
settlers. Why could they not defeat the settlers?

2. What is the difference between a servant and a slave?

3. Why do you think the people called their leader 'Onse Liew.e Heer'?

4. Why do you think Onse Liewe Heer told the people to burn all their Dutch
clothes?

5. Why do you think the revolt failed?

6. What lessons can we learn from this story of early resistance?

ANSWERS
Your answers won't be exactly the same as ours. Have a look at our

suggestions and see if you agree with them:

1. The Khoisan did not have guns, like the boers. The boers were able to take
their grazing lands, and their cattle. This made it very difficult for people to
survive. They were forced to work for the settlers in order to get food. People
were not organised - there were no trade unions and no people's
organisations. The hard living conditions made it very difficult for them to
organise resistance to the boers.

2. A slave is the property of his/her master. Slaves are forced to work for no
money and the owners can treat them as they please. A servant earns a
wage.

3. Onse Liewe Heer is also the name Christians give to Christ. The Khoisan of
Swellendam probably thought that their leader was a saviour, someone who
would save them, like Christ.

4. Dutch clothes were a sign that the people were the slaves of the Dutch. If
they burnt their clothes, it would be a sign that they were destroying the
power of the Dutch over their lives.

5 and 6. There are no simple answers to these questions. Discuss them with
friends.
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MAKING SENTENCES MORE INTERESTING

You can make the sentences you use in English more interesting if you include
words which say when something happened.

Look at this example:
Sometimes they captured children and tamed them with a

sjambok.

Sometimes tells us when or how often they captured children. Words like this are
called adverbs. They tell us when, how or where something happens. They add
meaning to sentences. Remember to use adverbs when you write or speak.

EXERCISE 6

1. The San who lived on the edges of the new colony were often simply
hunted and shot, like animals.

2. Early in 1788 the Khoisan who lived around Swellendam prepared themselves
to fight the Boers.

3. But the end of the world never came.

4. They were now even ready to believe in a man who did not exist.

ANSWERS
You should have underlined these words.

MOU'tp J8A8U'£ AIJB8'l U8UO' ~

Notice that you underlined the word never in sentence 3. What is the
opposite of never?
Write your answer here. _

ANSWER

'SABMIB
S! J8A8U lO ensoddo 8111 '5uOJM 8JB nOA 'PlP nOA II GJ'8i\8 8l!JM nOA P!O

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
This story tells us about a struggle against slavery and oppression. It makes us
realise how much we need leaders to guide us in our resistance. Think about the
qualities a leader should have. Discuss these with a friend. Do you think you
have any of these qualities?
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*Our artist, Mogorosi "Sloppy" Motshumi, has broken his hand and can't draw.
So we hope you will enjoy this blast from the past!
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